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In this work, we study the deformation behavior of Mg-4 wt pct Li in uniaxial tension as a
function of temperature and loading direction. Standard tensile tests were performed at
temperatures in the range of 293 K (20 �C) £ T £ 473 K (200 �C) and in two in-plane
directions: the extrusion and the transverse. We find that while the in-plane plastic anisotropy
(PA) decreases with temperature, the anisotropy in failure strain and texture development
increases. To uncover the temperature dependence in the critical stresses for slip and in the
amounts of slip and twinning systems mediating deformation, we employ the elastic-plastic
self-consistent polycrystal plasticity model with a thermally activated dislocation density based
hardening law for activating slip with individual crystals. We demonstrate that the model, with a
single set of intrinsic material parameters, achieves good agreement with the stress–strain
curves, deformation textures, and intragranular misorientation axis analysis for all test
directions and temperatures. With the model, we show that at all temperatures the in-plane
tensile behavior is driven primarily by ah i slip and both cþ ah i slip and twinning play a minor
role. The analysis explains that the in-plane PA decreases and failure strains increase with
temperature as a result of a significant reduction in the activation stress for pyramidal cþ ah i
slip, which effectively promotes strain accommodation from multiple types of ah i and cþ ah i
slip. The results also show that because of the strong initial texture, in-plane texture
development is anisotropic since prismatic slip dominates the deformation in one test, although
it is not the easiest slip mode, and basal slip in the other. These findings reveal the relationship
between the temperature-sensitive thresholds needed to activate crystallographic slip and the
development of texture and macroscopic PA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MAGNESIUM (Mg) alloys are being increasingly
researched and evaluated for several structural applica-
tions within the automotive, aerospace, and consumer
electronic industries due to their high strength-to-weight
ratio. The automobile industry, for instance, is already
using cast Mg alloys.[1,2] However, there are many other
alloys, such as wrought Mg alloys, that possess much

higher strengths. To use wrought Mg alloys, the main
hurdle to overcome is their limited room-temperature
ductility.
Enhancing the ductility of Mg alloys requires a better

understanding of the plastic deformation mechanisms
involved in their mechanical behavior. In Mg and its
alloys, most often, ah i basal slip is the easiest slip mode
to activate, and the other available modes, such as ah i
prismatic slip or cþ ah i pyramidal slip, are relatively
harder.[3–7] For a polycrystalline Mg material to accom-
modate a general applied deformation, activation of
different sets of slip systems within the differently
oriented crystals in the polycrystal is needed.[7–12]

Accordingly, in the event that nonbasal slip is much
more difficult to activate than basal slip, pronounced
macroscopic plastic anisotropy (PA) and potential strain
localizations and macroscale instabilities can occur,
thereby lowering overall ductility and formability.[13–15]

As one solution, Mg-Li alloys are being considered as
attractive structural material candidates, not only for
their intrinsic lightweightness, but also for long elonga-
tions in tension and compression tests and ease in
room-temperature rolling compared to pure Mg.[13,16] It
was further shown in Reference 17 that the Mg-4 wt pct
Li alloy exhibits less room-temperature PA compared to
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pure Mg. These more desirable deformation responses
have been attributed to higher contributions of pris-
matic and pyramidal slip. Some evidence has been
provided in Reference 18, where transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) analysis revealed that deformed
Mg-15 at. pct Li (conform to Mg-4.9 wt pct Li)
contained a higher density and more uniform distributed
cþ ah i dislocations than pure Mg.
Modeling efforts ranging from the polycrystal to

atomic level have provided some insight into the relative
amounts of activated slip during deformation. In
References 16 through 18, polycrystal plasticity model-
ing was combined with mechanical testing to investigate
the deformation mechanisms in Mg-4 wt pct Li. Despite
using different modeling approaches, initial textures,
and applied deformation states (compression, plane
strain compression), the model results consistently
showed that the activation stress for the basal ah i slip
mode is the lowest followed by prismatic ah i and
pyramidal cþ ah i slip mode. They also suggested that
the activity of pyramidal cþ ah i slip was higher in Mg-4
wt pct Li than conventional Mg alloys.[17] Agnew
et al.[13,18] suggested that Li lowered the nonbasal
stacking fault energy and increased the stability of
nonbasal dislocation glide.

In Mg alloys, deformation twinning can be another
important deformation mechanism in addition to slip,
particularly if c-axis deformation is required. The two
twin modes often reported in Mg and its alloys are the
10�12
� �

10�1�1
� �

extension twin and 10�11
� �

10�1�2
� �

con-
traction twin.[3] While their twin shears are similar,
being 0.1289 and 0.1377, respectively, the twin-matrix
orientation relationships are different, being 86.3 and
56.2 deg, respectively, about the 11�20

� �
directions. The

onset of twinning, particularly the latter twin, is usually
thought to limit formability, and efforts have predom-
inantly focused on suppressing twinning.[19] However,
for this alloy, room-temperature deformation can lead
to profuse contraction twinning and double twinning (a
contraction twin with internal extension twinning),[20]

without a noticeable change in the elongation to
fracture.[15,21] This robustness in spite of copious testing
was attributed to the relative ease of activation of
nonbasal slip systems.

To increase formability, Mg alloys are typically
processed at elevated temperatures. However, most
studies on Mg-4 wt pct Li are carried out at room
temperature. Similar detailed understanding of the
change in slip and twinning mechanisms with temper-
ature has not been established to our knowledge. As an
exception, Al-Samman studied the deformation textures
of Mg-4 wt pct Li in-plane strain compression defor-
mation at elevated temperatures. He concludes that
prismatic slip contributed more to deformation than
pyramidal cþ ah i slip and twinning was less favorable
as slip became easier to activate at elevated temperature
[T = 673 K (400 �C)].[16]

In this work, we study the deformation behavior of
Mg-4 wt pct Li in uniaxial tension as a function of
temperature and loading direction. Predicting concur-
rently the temperature-dependent deformation response

and microstructural evolution relies on accurate descrip-
tion of the dislocation kinetics of slip, intrinsic to the
Mg-4 wt pct Li crystal. Prior studies on temperature
effects for this type of alloy used phenomenological
hardening laws or did not treat the anisotropic elastic
part of the response. Here we employ an elastic-plastic
polycrystal model, called elastic-plastic self-consistent
(EPSC), with a thermally activated dislocation den-
sity–based hardening law. As we will demonstrate, the
constitutive model with one material parameter set
achieves good agreement with the stress–strain curves,
deformation textures, and intragranular misorientation
axis analysis (IGMA) for the two in-plane loading
directions and all four temperatures tested. From the
measurements, we report that while the in-plane PA
decreases with temperature, the anisotropy in failure
strain and texture development increase. In all in-plane
tension tests at all temperatures, the deformation
behavior is driven primarily by ah i slip, with cþ ah i
slip and twinning playing a minor role. Nonetheless, we
find that significant reductions in the activation stress
for pyramidal cþ ah i slip with temperature likely caused
the in-plane PA to concomitantly decrease.

II. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Material

Extruded sheet of Mg-4 wt pct Li alloy with a
thickness of 2.0 mm and a width of 90 mm was used for
the present work. Cast billets with a diameter of 123 mm
and a length of 150 mm for the extrusion process were
produced by the Leibniz University of Hannover
(Department for Material Science). The sheet was
manufactured at the Extrusion Research and Develop-
ment Center (Technische Universität Berlin) using a
direct extrusion process with an extrusion ratio of R =
61:1 and a processing temperature of 573 K (300 �C).
The extruded sheet was not annealed afterward.

B. Microstructure Characterization

In order to determine the initial microstructure, we
employed EBSD. For these investigations, samples were
prepared by grinding, polishing, and chemically polish-
ing in a solution of 12 mL hydrochloric acid (37 pct), 8
mL nitric acid (65 pct), and 100 mL ethanol. Each
polishing step was followed by cleaning the sample via
ultrasound in ethanol. For optical microscopy, the
samples were etched in addition. The etching solution
consists of 5-g citric acid in 95-mL distilled water. The
EBSD microstructure analysis was carried out at
ZELMI (Zentraleinrichtung für Elektronenmikroskopie,
Technische Universität Berlin) using a Hitachi S-2700
scanning electron microscope with an integrated
HKL-EBSD System and Nordlys II Detector. The step
size was 0.3 lm.
Texture can greatly contribute to the PA of Mg alloys.

To determine the initial texture and deformation textures,
we used X-ray diffraction (XRD). These measurements
used monochromatic Co Ka radiation to measure the
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intensity distribution of the 0002f g; 10�10
� �

; 10�11
� �

;

10�12
� �

; and 11�20
� �

reflections by tilting psi and rotating
phi in 5 deg steps. The measuring spot was located in the
halfway thickness of the samples. Using the software
MATLAB with the integrated MTEX 3.3 package,[22] we
calculated the ODFs and recalculated the 0002f g;
10�10
� �

; and 10�20
� �

pole figures. The MTEX package
was also used to generate the discrete texture input files
required for the EPSC simulations. We found that 5000
grains are suitable to perform our crystal plasticity
simulations.

Figures 1(a) and (b) show the as-extruded microstruc-
ture (longitudinal section) and texture of the Mg-4 wt
pct Li sheet. The material exhibits a nearly fully
recrystallized microstructure with few isolated elongated
large grains in the extrusion direction (ED). The average
grain size was determined to be 38 lm (±3 lm).
Randomly distributed impurities consisting of MgO,
Mg(AL)x(Si)y, and Cu were detected via energy-disper-
sive X-ray analysis. Based on the size and low volume
fraction of these impurities, it is assumed that they can
potentially influence the failure behavior but not signif-
icantly the activation of deformation mechanisms.

The texture, shown in Figure 1(b), was measured in
the plane of the sheet parallel to the normal direction
(ND). An outstanding observation is a split basal peak
in the 0002h i basal pole figure, where the two maxima
(~6 mrd) are tilted 35 deg from the ND toward the
transverse direction (TD). Compared to the investiga-
tions from Gall et al., Li et al., and Huang et al., this
basal pole split toward the TD is uncommon for Mg
sheets where strong basal textures or a split toward the
ED would have been expected instead.[23–25]

C. Mechanical Testing

The strong starting initial texture seen in Figure 1(b)
will likely result in a plastically anisotropic deformation
response, regardless of the test temperature. Therefore,
tensile tests at all temperatures were carried out in two
different directions. Figure 2 shows the orientations of
the machined tensile specimens relative to the extruded
Mg-4 wt pct Li sheet geometry. The tensile specimens
were removed at 0 deg (ED) and at 90 deg (perpendic-
ular to the ED or TD). The specimens have a gage

length of 27 mm and a width of 10 mm. Their
width-to-thickness ratio was fit to a value of at least
2.5 to satisfy DIN 50125 standard test requirements.
For tensile testing, we use a thermomechanical

deformation test machine (Gleeble Systems 3800). These
tests were performed at different temperatures: 293 K,
373 K, 423 K, and 473 K (20 �C, 100 �C, 150 �C, and
200 �C). Those above 473 K (200 �C) led to elongations
to failure that were out of the measurement range of the
mechanical testing machine; hence, these will not be
discussed further. The specimen was resistance heated
with a heating rate of 5 K s�1. The temperature was
controlled in situ by three thermocouples that were
welded onto the surface at equidistant intervals along
the gage length. Afterward, the tensile test was per-
formed in strain-rate control at a quasi-static value of
2.6 9 10�4 s�1.

III. MULTISCALE POLYCRYSTAL MODELING

A. Summary of the EPSC Polycrystal Model

To reveal the deformation mechanisms, including
their activation stresses and hardening behavior, we will
employ the EPSC model.[26] EPSC is a polycrystal
plasticity model that relates the response of an aggregate
to that of each of its single crystals. In the model, each
crystal has a specific orientation, ellipsoidal shape, and
volume fraction. To calculate the stress and strain
response of each crystal within the polycrystal, it is
treated as an elastoplastic inclusion embedded within a
homogeneous equivalent medium (HEM). A self-con-
sistent scheme is used to calculate the properties of the
HEM, the polycrystal, by enforcing that it equals the
average properties of all its constituent crystals.
In what follows, we briefly review the EPSC model.

Regarding notation, we use ‘‘�’’ to denote a contracted
or dot product and ‘‘�’’ for an uncontracted or tensor
dyadic product.
The relationship between the macroscopic stress and

strain increments is given by the following linear
relationship:

dr ¼ Lde ½1�

Fig. 1—(a) Initial microstructure of the L4-sheet and (b) initial texture of the L4-sheet.
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where L is the instantaneous elastoplastic stiffness tensor
of the polycrystal. It is unknown and solved for
iteratively through a self-consistent procedure.[26] This
procedure satisfies stress equilibrium and strain com-
patibility. To solve for it, we begin with the relationship
between the local strain increment for the individual
crystals c and the macroscopic strain increment:

dec ¼ Acde ½2�

where Ac ¼ Lc þ Lc�
� ��1

Lc� þ L
� �

is the localization
tensor for the elastoplastic ellipsoidal inclusion, a
‘‘model’’ crystal. Ac depends on both the Lc is the
instantaneous elastoplastic stiffness tensor for crystal c

and Lc� , the effective stiffness, which is obtained via

Lc� ¼ L Sc�1 � I
� 	

½3�

where Sc is the symmetric Eshelby tensor[27] and I is the
fourth rank identity matrix.

The effective stiffness Lc� relates the stress and total
strain increment in crystal c with those of the polycrystal
through the following interaction equation:

drc � drð Þ ¼ Lc� dec � deð Þ ½4�

Enforcing the self-consistent condition, in which the
macroscopic stress and strain increments are equal to
the volume average of the grain stress and strain
increments gives

dr ¼ drch i ½5�

and

de ¼ dech i ½6�

Finally, considering Eqs. [1] through [4], the macro-
scopic stiffness L becomes

L ¼ LcAch i Ach i�1 ½7�

With the above, L is calculated for the current
deformation increment, n.

According to Eq. [1], with L, the corresponding
macroscopic stress rn at increment n can be calculated
from that of the previous increment, n � 1, e.g.,
rn = rn�1+dr. To calculate dr, the stress increments

drc for all constituent crystals are needed (Eq. [3]). For a
given grain c, drc is related to its strain increment, dec,
via the following constitutive relationship:

drc ¼ Cc dec �
X

s
msdcs

� 	
½8�

where Cc is the single-crystal elastic stiffness tensor and
the sum

P
s m

sdcs is the plastic strain increment. It
depends on the sum of shear strain increments dcs, from
each slip system s, and the symmetric portion of the
Schmid tensor for slip system s, expressed as

ms ¼ 0:5 bs � ns þ ns � bsð Þ ½9�

where bs and ns � bs are the unit vectors for the slip
direction and slip plane normal, respectively.
In calculating Cc in Eq. [6], we take into account

texture evolution by updating Cc at the beginning of
each deformation increment according to the current
orientation of the grain c. For Mg-4 wt pct Li, the
invariant elastic single-crystal constants are C11 ¼
56:3GPa, C12 ¼ 24:6GPa, C13 ¼ 20:7GPa, C33 ¼ 58:2
GPa, and C44 ¼ 15:2GPa.[28]

Two criteria are used to activate a slip system: (1)
ms � rc ¼ ssc, when the resolved shear stress equals the
physical resistance to slip ssc; and (2) ms � drc ¼ dssc,
which indicates that the stress has to remain on the
single-crystal yield surface. These criteria do not allow
for negative shear to happen on a given slip system.
Because we wish to permit shear in both senses, we
divide each slip system into two slip systems having the
same plane normal but opposite senses of shearing.
The relationship between the increments in slip

resistance, dsc
s, and the shear increments, dcs0, is

dssc ¼
X

s0 h
ss0dcs0 ½10�

where hss0 is the hardening matrix. Expressions for hss0

are given in References 29 and 30.
Finally, the stress increment and strain increment of

grain c are linearly related according to

drc ¼ Lcdec ½11�

where Lc is given by

Lc ¼ Cc I�
X

s
ms �

X
s0

Xss0
� 	�1

ms0Cc


 �
 �
½12�

with

Xss0 ¼ hss
0 þ Cc �ms �ms0 ½13�

B. Hardening Law

During deformation, dislocations interact and
become stored inside the crystal, acting as obstacles to
dislocation motion and increasing their critical resolved
shear stress (CRSS) with strain. The evolution of stored
dislocations depends on temperature as well as the
applied strain rate. Rate laws for the storage of a
particular dislocation (basal, prismatic, pyramidal) with

Fig. 2—Schematic drawing of the sample orientations in the
L4-sheet.
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strain depend on many parameters characteristic of
those dislocations and the material. The EPSC model
uses a dislocation density-based hardening model to
determine the evolution of the CRSS of each slip system,
in each crystal, with strain and temperature. The
hardening law is reviewed below and the reader is
referred to Reference 31 for more details.

The resistance to slip ssc is given by a sum of many
contributions:

ssc ¼ sso þ ss0;HP þ ssfor þ sssub ½14�

where sso is a friction stress dependent on the Peierls
stress and the initial content of dislocations, ss0;HP is a

barrier term dependent on initial grain size, and ssfor and
sssub are the forest and debris interaction stresses that
evolve with strain.

The grain-size-dependent barrier effect term s0,HP
s is

included as a Hall–Petch effect via

ss0;HP ¼ lsHs

ffiffiffiffiffi
bs

dg

s

½15�

where ls is the effective shear modulus for each slip system,
s; Hs is the dimensionless constant, which when multiplied
by the square root of the magnitude of the Burgers vector,
bs, and ls gives the Hall–Petch coefficient; and dg is the
grain size. The Burgers vectors are 3.21 9 10�10 m,
3.21 9 10�10 m, and 6.12 9 10�10 m for the basal, pris-
matic, and pyramidal slip modes, respectively. The shear
modulus is calculated from the updated Cc.

In most cases, twin boundaries serve as barriers to
slip. When twins are present, to model this barrier effect,
ss0;HP is updated to include the mean free path dmfp

between adjacent twin boundaries; i.e.,

ss0;HP ¼ lsHs

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bs

dmfp

s

½16�

The dmfp value is defined along the slip plane of the
slip system s between two adjacent boundaries of the
predominant twin system. If no twins are present, then
the mean free path is dmfp = dg. As the twins form and
thicken, the matrix region shrinks and the mean free
path dmfp = dt reduces.

[32]

The evolution of ssfor is dependent on the evolution of
the spatially random distribution of stored dislocations
and is related to the stored forest dislocation density qsfor
by start initial scan here:

ssfor ¼ vsbsls
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qsfor

p
; ½17�

where vs is a dislocation interaction parameter of order
unity. For this work, and as in prior works, we set this
parameter to 0.9 for each slip system, s. It is not used as
a fitting parameter.

The sssub is dependent on an ordered distribution of
stored dislocations, and its relationship to the substruc-
ture density qssub is given by the following extended
Taylor-type law:

sssub ¼ ksubb
sls

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qsub

p
log

1

bs
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qsub

p

 �

½18�

where ksub = 0.086 is a mathematical constant. To
represent a dynamically recrystallized material, the
initial values of dislocation density are set to
1.5 9 1012 m�2 for qsfor and 0.1 m�2 for qssub.
The density qsforevolves according to References 33

through 35:

@qsfor
@cs

¼
@qsgen;for
@cs

�
@qsrem;for

@cs
¼ ks1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qsfor

p
� ks2 _e;Tð Þqsfor;

½19�

Dqsfor ¼
@qsfor
@cs

Dcsj j

where ks1 is a rate-insensitive coefficient, which accounts
for dislocation storage due to statistical trapping of glide
dislocations by forest obstacles; cs is the shear strain;
@qs

gen;for

@cs is the rate of dislocation generation (or storage);

and
@qs

rem;for

@cs is the rate of dislocation removal. The

coefficient ks2 is a rate-sensitive coefficient for dynamic
recovery by thermally activated mechanisms and is given
by

ks2
ks1

¼ vsbs

gs
1� kT

Ds bsð Þ3
ln

_e
_e0


 � !

½20�

where k, _e, and _e0 ¼ 1� 107 are, respectively, the
Boltzmann constant, the applied strain rate, and a
reference strain rate; for slip system s, gs and Ds are an
effective activation enthalpy and a drag stress.
Every twin system has an activation stress, stc, given

by

stc ¼ sto þ st0;HP þ lt
X

t
Cstbtbsqsfor ½21�

where sto is a temperature-independent friction term,
st0;HP is a Hall–Petch-like barrier term, and the last term

is a latent hardening term that hardens the twin system
via the activity of slip. The friction term is calculated as

sto ¼ stprop þ stcrit � stprop

� 	
exp �

P
qs
for

qssat


 �
, where stcrit and

stprop are the nucleation and propagation stresses, whose

contribution to twin activation is leveraged by the

probability term

P
qs
for

qssat
. The Burgers vector for the

extension twin is 1.38 9 10�10 m. The Hall–Petch-like
term for twinning is similar to that for slip. The term is
affected by dg via

st0;HP ¼ ltHt

ffiffiffiffiffi
bt

dg

s

½22�

And, when twins are present, dg changes to dmfp:
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st0;HP ¼ ltHt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bt

dmfp

s

½23�

Twin reorientation within a grain is modeled using the
twin inclusion model in Reference 30. In this model, the
initial stress and strain state within the twins must be
assigned. Here we use the finite initial fraction assump-
tion[36] to provide these values.

IV. RESULTS

A. Mechanical Properties

Figure 3 presents the measured tensile stress–strain
curves in the ED and TD at four different test
temperatures from room temperature to 473 K (200
�C). In Figure 3, we also plot the simulated tensile
stress–strain curves, which we will discuss shortly. As
shown, the experimental flow stresses from the ED and
TD tests for a given temperature evolve with strain in a
similar manner. The ED and TD responses also exhibit
similar dependencies on temperature.

Deformation twinning is known to produce a signa-
ture change in hardening with strain in Mg alloys. Here
(Figure 3) we observe no pronounced changes in hard-
ening in both TD and ED, suggesting a low activity of
both common twin modes. However, their absence does
not necessarily mean that twinning did not occur.

Comparing the ED and TD tests, there are some
important differences in the yield stress, initial harden-
ing rate, and elongation to failure among these
responses. Comparing data in Figures 3(a) and (b)
shows that the yield stresses in the ED tests are more
sensitive to temperature than those in the TD (cf.
Figure 4). We also observe a reduction in PA with
temperature. To quantify this, in Figure 4, we plot the
variation in the percentage difference in PA given by

PA ¼ rEDY �rTDY
� �

rEDY ½24�

where rY
ED and rY

TD are the yield stresses in the ED and
TD directions, respectively. At 473 K (200 �C), the
material behavior exhibits substantially reduced aniso-
tropy in yield stress. We also notice that the strain
hardening after yield is higher for the ED test compared
to that for the TD tests. Last, in Figure 4, we plot the
elongation to failure in the ED and TD as a function of
temperature. As shown, the elastic strains to failure in
both test directions increase with temperature. The
tensile tests in the TD loaded specimen, however, exhibit
higher elongations to fracture compared to those in the
ED.

The observed differences in the ED and TD defor-
mation responses could be due to differences in (1) the
relative amounts of the ah i and cþ ah i slip modes active
during deformation and (2) texture evolution with
strain. These factors are coupled, and it is difficult to
determine the active deformation mechanisms from
analyzing stress–strain behavior alone. In order to

understand the underlying mechanisms, we study the
deformation textures and the intragranular misorienta-
tions after deformation, and carry out EPSC simula-
tions for all tests reported here.

B. Texture Evolution

From the flow curves alone, it is difficult to discern
whether slip and twinning activities are similar between
the test temperatures and loading directions. In this
regard, more insight can be gained by analyzing
deformation textures, since for hexagonal-close-packed
metals, in most cases, distinct types of slip can lead to
distinct features of texture. Figures 5(a) and 6(a) present
the 0002f g; 10�10

� �
; and 11�20

� �
pole figures for the ini-

tial and the ED and TD tensile-tested Mg4 wt pct Li
sheet material for all test temperatures and at the failure
strain. All pole figures are plotted in a stereographic
projection, with the ND being normal to the figure. The
deformed textures are measured in the center of the
specimens after failure and away from the failed region.
As mentioned, the initial material was extruded,

which produced a texture with two maxima in the basal
pole figure located about 35 deg from the ND. After
tensile deformation, in all cases, the basal texture
maintains the two maxima tilted toward the TD.
Nonetheless, some noticeable and important changes
in texture evolution have taken place as a result of
tension testing in the ED and TD. In Figure 5(a), we
observe that the ED deformation textures possess a split
basal pole, and as in the initial texture, these two
maxima remain at 35 deg from the ND for all test
temperatures from room temperature to 473 K (150 �C).
The 10�10

� �
poles have aligned along the ED loading

direction. They become more highly aligned for higher
temperatures. Other temperature effects on texture
development in the ED test are relatively minor. In
Figure 6(a), we find that the TD deformation textures
also possess a strong split basal peak texture, but the
peaks are located closer to the ND than the starting
texture. Unlike the ED deformation textures, the max-
ima location changes with temperature. As the temper-
ature increases from 293 K, 373 K, and 423 K to 473 K
(20 �C, 100 �C, and 150 �C to 200 �C), the split decreases
from 30, 25, and 20 deg to 17.5 deg, respectively.
Concurrently, as the temperature increases, the 11�20

� �

poles become aligned along the ED (normal to the
loading direction) and the 10�10

� �
pole figure develops a

sixfold symmetry, so that the prismatic planes are
oriented perpendicular to the sheet plane. These texture
changes and differences between the ED and TD
deformation textures indicate that the slip activities,
that is, which slip systems are active and the relative
amounts of shear on each, involved in ED and TD
tension testing are not the same. This might be expected
considering the impact of the load direction on the
Schmid factors of the slip and twin modes. However, an
accurate quantification of the contribution of the
deformation modes requires crystal plasticity simula-
tions, which will be discussed in Section IV–C.
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C. Intragranular Misorientation Axis Analysis

As one method for assessing slip activity at the
polycrystal scale, we used IGMA. Intragranular misori-
entations are generated by slip-induced lattice rotations.
The rotation axis, R, can be associated with a type of
slip and is given by[37–39]

R ¼ cb� n ½25�

where b is the Burgers vector direction, n the slip plane
normal, and c the shear strain of the slip system in
question. Accordingly, we can use Eq. [25] to determine
dominant slip modes by analyzing the rotation axis
distribution in the deformed tensile specimens. The
relationships between the three slip modes studied here
and their corresponding rotation axis are given in
Table I.

Figure 7 shows the IGMA distributions obtained
from approximately 100 grains after ED and TD testing
at room temperature and 473 K (200 �C). In the ED
tension tests, the grains show lattice rotation axis
distributions that are strongly concentrated around
0001h i. Based on the relationship in Eq. [25] and

Table I, we see that this result indicates that deforma-
tion primarily involved prismatic ah i slip. It conforms to
the EPSC simulation results in Figure 9, which will be
discussed later. For the TD tests, IGMA distributions
are not as strongly peaked at 0001h i and, particularly in
the RT case, are virtually random. The following EPSC
simulation results are reasonably consistent with these
measurements in the sense that they show that while
prismatic ah i slip became predominant near the end of
straining, the deformation was accommodated by a mix
of all slip modes.

V. MODELING RESULTS

To link deformation response, texture evolution, and
operative slip and twinning, we employ the polycrystal
EPSC model described in Section III. The EPSC model
developed here is not constrained by the initial texture,
test strain rates, test temperatures, and applied loading
path(s). Moreover, it will provide insight into the
relative activation barriers and hardening rates intrinsic
to individual slip families.
The slip systems made available to the EPSC model

are basal 0001f g 11�20
� �

slip, prismatic 1�100
� �

11�20
� �

slip, and second-order pyramidal cþ ah i 11�22
� �

11�2�3
� �

slip. We also included the 10�12
� �

10�1�1
� �

extension
twinning systems. These slip modes together provide
accommodation for a general deformation. Compres-
sion twinning as a deformation mode was not consid-
ered in the simulation due to a negligible volume
fraction, which contributes to deformation. The negli-
gible volume fraction of compression twins was
observed by EBSD investigation. For Mg and Mg
alloys, basal slip is the easiest ah i slip.[5,6] Prismatic ah i
slip is relatively harder but thought to be more promi-
nent in Mg-Li alloys than in pure Mg.[16,17] For
pyramidal cþ ah i slip, there are two types of slip
families, pyramidal type I and II slip, differing in the
crystallographically of their glide plane. Over the years,

Fig. 3—Experimental and simulated tension flow curves in dependence of temperature and loading direction: (a) ED and (b) TD (Color
figure online).

Fig. 4—Temperature dependence of TYS and ef.
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studies via TEM, in-situ TEM, and slip trace analyses
have provided evidence in support of both types.[11,40,41]

It remains to be seen whether texture calculations via
crystal plasticity simulations can distinguish between the
two. For the present simulations, we have elected to use
pyramidal type II.

In the prior work of Lentz et al.,[17] the EPSCmodel was
used to characterize the hardening parameters for these
three slip systems and the twinning mode for Mg-4 wt pct
Li at room temperature only. In this work, having tests at
multiple temperatures, we can better characterize material
parameters associated with thermally activated recovery.
A reliable parameter set can be obtained when a single set
achieves favorable comparisons with all data (i.e., all
stress–strain curves and texture evolution). To this end, we
used half the experimental stress–strain curves, covering
different temperatures and in both the ED and TD, such
that all possible slip systems could be activated. The other
half and all texturemeasurementswere used for validation.

In the EPSC model simulations of tensile testing, we
imported the ODFs representing the initial texture as
recalculated from the XRD pole figures (Figure 1(b)).
Five thousand distinct orientations were used to

represent the texture. We assigned an initial spherical
shape to all grains, assuming a negligible influence of the
occasionally observed elongated grains. The grain shape
and texture were allowed to evolve with strain in each
test. As in the actual test, we set the applied model strain
rate to 2.6 9 10�4 s�1.
Figure 3 compares the simulated stress–strain curves

for both loading directions in the ED and TD with the
experimentally measured loading behavior. With a
single set of parameters, the EPSC model is seen to
capture well the yield stress, flow stress, and hardening
rates in the stress–strain curves for the range of test
temperatures and tensile directions. The final set of
material parameters is given in Table II.
In Figures 5(b) and 6(b), we present the correspond-

ing calculated textures from the EPSC simulations for
the ED and TD tests. Generally, we find that the
calculated textures achieve good agreement in all cases.
The model captures the location of the basal pole
maxima in the ED textures and the apparent stability of
these maxima with respect to changes in temperature.
Notably, it also predicts the split peaks in the TD
textures and the changes in their location as temperature

Fig. 5—(a) Experimental vs (b) simulated texture development in dependence of the temperature for loading in the ED. The pole figures are plot-
ted in stereographic projection.
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increases. In addition, the calculated textures possess the
development of the sixfold symmetry in the 10�10

� �
pole

figure.
The accurate predictions for stress–strain behavior

and texture evolution of several tests can be considered
an outcome of reasonable values for the hardening
parameters for slip and twinning, both in their relative
order and temperature sensitivities. Figure 8 shows the
corresponding initial CRSS so (MPa) values as a
function of temperature. The temperature dependence
of sso is given by

sso ¼ As= 1þ exp Bs T� Csð Þð Þð Þ ½26�

where A, B, and C are material parameters. In Figure 8,
we see that basal slip is the easiest, followed by prismatic
slip, and pyramidal slip is the hardest. This ranking is

Fig. 6—(a) Experimental vs (b) simulated texture development in dependence of the temperature for loading in the TD. The pole figures are plot-
ted in stereographic projection.

Table I. Slip Modes and the Corresponding Rotation Axis

Slip Type Slip Mode Rotation Axis

Basal ah i 0001f g 11�20
� �

1�100
� �

Prismatic ah i 1�100
� �

11�20
� �

0001h i
Pyramidal cþ ah i 11�22

� �
11�2�3
� �

�1100
� �

Fig. 7—IGMA analysis and texture of the EBSD data: (a) ED 293
K (20 �C), (b) TD 293 K (20 �C), (c) ED 473 K (200 �C), and (d)
TD 473 K (200 �C).
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consistent with the results from the works of others on
the same or similar Mg-Li alloys.[16–18] We also find that
temperature profoundly impacts the initial barrier for
pyramidal slip but only mildly for basal and prismatic
slip. The pronounced CRSS drop for pyramidal slip
agrees with measurements made in single crystals of
pure Mg.[11,42] Consequently, as temperature increases,
the CRSS values for the different slip modes as well as
twinning draw closer and the crystal intrinsically
becomes less anisotropic. Thus, the reduction in the
ED-TD PA of the polycrystal with the increase in
temperature seen in Figure 4 is a result of the significant
drop in the CRSS of pyramidal slip.

The analysis also suggests that the kinetics involved in
the dynamic recovery of prismatic slip is temperature
sensitive, more so than that of pyramidal or basal slip.
The variation in the drag stress Ds for prismatic slip is
given by

Ds¼EþFexp
�T

G


 �
½27�

where E, F, and G are 3.25 9 103, 2.27 9 109, and 27.05,
respectively. The result suggests a strong tempera-
ture-dependent mobility of prismatic dislocations.
Experiments have shown that screw dislocations on
prismatic planes in pure Mg experience a high friction
stress and move through the lattice via a kink-pair
mechanism.[43,44] This motion becomes easier with

temperature, becoming a thermal at 700 K (427 �C).
The significant temperature sensitivity of D for prismatic
slip captured in this model is likely connected to the
highly thermally activated glide. It may also be a
reflection of the increased favorability of cross-slip of
prismatic dislocations with temperature.[45]

VI. DISCUSSION

The differences seen experimentally in yield, elonga-
tion to failure, and texture evolution in the ED and TD
tests indicate that different proportions of basal, pris-
matic, pyramidal slip, and twinning were active during
deformation. Further, good agreement in both texture
and stress–strain responses achieved by the model shows
that the underlying deformation mechanisms used in the
model should be sufficiently reliable. To examine the
contributions of slip and twinning in all tests, we extract
from these calculations predictions of their participation
at every strain level in deformation response.
As one measure of slip or twin activity, we elect to

calculate the relative activity for each slip family and
twin mode averaged over the polycrystal. From the
simulation, at every time (or strain) increment, we
obtain the relative activity (RAa) for a given slip or twin
mode a in each grain using

RAa ¼
P

a _c
s

PN
s _cs

½28�

where _cs is the slip rate for a given slip system s, and the
sum in the numerator is taken over all systems belonging
to the a family. The sum in the denominator spans N,
the number of slip and twinning systems, and corre-
sponds to the strain contributed by all modes of slip and
twinning in the grain. Finally, RAa for a particular
mode a is then averaged over all grains in the
polycrystal.
Figure 9 shows RAa for slip and twinning at all

temperatures and loading directions. In all cases, all
three slip modes and extension twinning contribute. Yet,
for the most part, the amounts of each slip and twinning
mode are not the same for the ED and TD tests. The
initial texture is strong (Figure 1(a)); thus, tensile testing
along the TD vs ED would be expected to activate

Table II. Hardening Parameters for the Three Slip Modes and the Tensile Twinning Mode in L4

Parameter ah i Prism ah i Basal cþ ah i Pyr Parameter TTW

ssoðMPaÞ Eq. [26] Eq. [26] Eq. [26] stcritðMPaÞ 25
As 19.6 0.97 99.53
Bs 0.03 0.02 0.04
Cs 424.8 382.83 379.86
ks1 m�1
� �

8.0E+08 0.8E+08 7.5E+07 stPropðMPaÞ 75
Hs 0.05 0 0.025 Ht 0.106
Ds MPað Þ Eq. [27] 1.5E+03 3.3E+03 — —
gs (—) 3.3E�03 2.0E�03 2.0E�03 — —
q0 m�2
� �

1.5E+12 1.5E+12 1.5E+12 — —
Cst (—) 50 50 450 — —

Fig. 8—Fitted sso as a function of temperature.
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different slip systems, particularly in the initial stages of
straining when the texture effect would be strong.
From Figure 9, we see that twinning plays a minor

role. Its participation decreases as temperature
increases. Figure 10 shows more explicitly the change
in twinning with temperature. The small amount of
twinning predicted here explains why the signatures of
twinning were not observed in the macroscopic stress–
strain response and also in the texture evolution.
Extension twinning usually leads to an increase in
hardening rate with strain and an abrupt 86.3 deg
reorientation of the basal poles, and both features are
not pronounced in the cases studied here.
Within the model, the activation barriers for the

formation and expansion of twins were presumed
temperature insensitive, so the temperature-dependent
macroscopic change in the amount of twinning seen in
Figure 9 is a direct consequence of thermally activated
slip. As slip becomes relatively easier with increases in
temperature, slip plays a larger role and twinning a
smaller one.

Fig. 9—Relative activities of the active deformation modes predicted by the EPSC model for 293 K and 373 K (20 �C and 100 �C) in (a) and (b)
ED; 423 K and 473 K (150 �C and 200 �C) in (c) and (d) TD (Color figure online).

Fig. 10—TTWVF as a function of strain for 293 K, 373 K, 423 K,
and 473 K (20 �C, 100 �C, 150 �C, and 200 �C) in dependence of
loading direction: (a) ED and (b) TD (Color figure online).
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The initial yield stress is determined by the slip
systems activated at strains covering the macroscopic
yield point. In both the ED and TD tests, pyramidal slip
participates at the higher temperatures [423 K and 473
K (150 �C and 200 �C)] but not the lower ones based on
the temperature dependence of its friction stress (cf.
Figure 8). The variation in the amounts of pyramidal
slip with temperature is larger for the ED than the TD,
explaining why the yield stress in the ED was slightly
more sensitive to temperature than that in the TD.

The initial hardening rates, after yield, are governed
by the accumulation of dislocations on the more
dominant slip (or twinning) mode. According to
Table II, the trapping rate for prismatic slip is found
to be highest compared to that for the other slip modes.
This explains why the ED tensile response, which
involves more prismatic slip throughout tensile defor-
mation, exhibited a higher strain-hardening rate after
yield than the TD tensile response.

For most of the straining period of the tests, ah i slip
dominates, whether prismatic or basal slip, at all
temperatures and loading directions. Pyramidal cþ ah i
slip plays a smaller role in all cases. However, the
relative amounts of pyramidal cþ ah i slip increase as
temperature increases. At 473 K (200 �C), the contribu-
tion is the highest. Promotion of ah i and cþ ah i
multislip leads to more homogeneous slip and, hence,
deformation, so that it likely explains why the elonga-
tion to failure is the highest in the TD and ED at the
highest temperature 473 K (200 �C) (Figures 3 and 4).

The highly temperature-dependent pyramidal cþ ah i
participation is linked to its highly temperature-depen-
dent activation barrier, predicted by the model in
Figure 8. The initial CRSS for cþ ah i slip is found to
rapidly decrease with temperature, reaching those of
prismatic and basal slip at 473 K (200 �C). The near
equalization of slip activation would result in more
homogeneous deformation and higher elongations to
failure as temperature increases (Figure 4). It also
reduces the likelihood for deformation twinning, since
pyramidal cþ ah i slip directly competes with twinning
for accommodating ch i-axis extension.

Because the CRSS values become closer as tempera-
ture increases, the relative amounts of the three slip
modes become similar; this explains the reduction in the
ED-TD PA with increases in temperature. Generally,
the more equivalence among the CRSS values for slip,
more activated slip, the more homogeneous plastic
deformation is and the lower the stress concentrations
that develop. Prior studies suggest that stress concen-
trations, which lead to material failure, are caused by a
lack of plastic relaxation mechanisms.[15,18] As a conse-
quence, it is assumed that more active deformation
modes relieve stress concentrations. The simulated
changes in the CRSS values, therefore, effectively help
to postpone instabilities (e.g., stress concentrations) and
lead to higher elongations to fracture.

These relative activities provide clues as to why the
elongation to failure in the TD is larger than that in the
ED. As shown in Figure 4, the elongations to failure
improve more in the TD than in the ED as temperature
increases. One widespread conventional thought is that

more pyramidal slip and less twinning improve ductility.
While the results here do not contradict this notion, it is
interesting to note that the higher ductility for the TD
arises, although TD deformation involves less pyramidal
slip and more twinning than ED deformation for the
same temperature. We observe, however, that TD
deformation generally involves more of the easy basal
slip than does ED deformation throughout its deforma-
tion history, which may be one reason for the better
ductility in this test direction.
As seen in Figures 5 and 6, the textures in ED and TD

tension at failure are significantly different, suggesting, as
we mentioned, different relative slip activities. Calcula-
tions of the average relative activities in the polycrystal in
Figure 9 reveal that in the initial straining periods, basal
slip dominated in the TD and prismatic slip in the ED.
For the ED, the predominance of prismatic slip was
maintained, which agrees with the IMGA results. For the
TD, however, the prevalence of basal slip was not
maintained. Eventually, at a given strain level, the relative
activity of prismatic slip equals that of basal. With
further straining, it surpasses basal slip and eventually
predominates the remainder of the deformation test.
Hereby, it should be noted that the TD split, which is
parallel to the loading direction for TD loading, initially
supports the basal slip regarding the Schmid factors;
however, the motion of the TD split toward the ND will
continuously decrease the Schmid factor of basal slip.
In connection with texture, we find that the two ah i

slip modes have distinct effects on texture evolution (cf.
Figure 9). In ED tension, the relative amounts of slip
remain stable; hence, the texture stabilizes with the peak
components remaining close to those found in the initial
texture. Slip activities also do not change significantly
with temperature; consequently, the texture is not
greatly affected by temperature. In TD tension, how-
ever, the predominant ah i slip mode changed during
deformation from basal to prismatic, and the strain at
which this transition took place depends on tempera-
ture. Thus, the temperature-sensitive texture develop-
ment in the TD is a consequence of the effect
temperature had on this transition.
As a final point on texture, it is interesting to note that

even by the failure strain, the ED and TD textures for
the same temperature are not the same, signifying that
the initial texture had a strong effect on texture
development during the entire deformation process.
Further, it is also worth noting that the difference in the
ED- and TD-tension textures at failure only increases
with temperature. This may be surprising, since, as we
have shown, for the highest temperature, the CRSS
values among the three slip systems are the closest and
the deformation strains are the largest—two factors that
are usually thought to help erase the effects of initial
texture.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we used a combination of mechanical
testing, texture analysis, and crystal plasticitymodeling to
understand the effects of elevated temperature on the
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plastic deformation response of an extruded Mg-4 wt pct
Li alloy sheet. To connect the stress–strain response and
texture evolution with the underlying active deformation
mechanisms, we employ theEPSCmodelwith a thermally
activated dislocation density–based hardening law for
activating slip. The initial texture is strong with two basal
peaks tilted along the TD. Yield and flow stress decrease
and elongations to failure increase as the temperature is
raised from room temperature, to 373 K, 423 K, and 473
K (100 �C, 150 �C, and 200 �C). The results show that
while the in-plane PA decreases with temperature, the
anisotropy in failure strain and texture development
concomitantly increase. The model achieves excellent
agreement for all testswith a single set of intrinsicmaterial
parameters. The analysis indicates that the activation
barriers for all slip families decrease with temperature,
and for the 293 K to 473 K (20 �C to 200 �C) range, basal
slip is the easiest, prismatic slip harder, and pyramidal
cþ ah i the hardest. The model shows that at all temper-
atures, the deformation behavior is driven primarily by
ah i slip and that cþ ah i slip and twinning play a minor
role. The results also suggest that the in-plane PA
decreases and failure strains increase with temperature
as a result of a significant reduction in the activation stress
for pyramidal cþ ah i slip, which effectively promotes
strain accommodation from multiple types of slip. They
imply that in-plane texture development differs because
prismatic slip dominates the deformation in one test,
while basal slip dominates in the other. These findings
reveal insight into the effects of temperature on the
thresholds needed to activate crystallographic slip and
twinning and help in understanding the temperature-sen-
sitive behavior of Mg-4 wt pct Li under mechanical
deformation.
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